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The Cover story.
                                           
From the first step to the Moon Base.
                                                                                                                        by Editors

The closest solid land on the way to space – the Moon. 

Humans have been exploring its surface since the first telescope was developed. The 
first lunar exploration technology in the 1950s was primitive from today's point of 
view. But aerospace technology developed so rapidly that only about a decade later 
Neil Armstrong made history, with the first steps on the moon's surface.
In January 1959, a small Soviet satellite, Luna 1, flew by the moon at a distance of 
some 3,725 miles (5,995 kilometers). Though Luna 1 did not impact the moon's 
surface, its suite of scientific equipment revealed for the first time that the moon had 
no magnetic field. The Luna also returned evidence of a space phenomenon, of the 
steady flow of ionized plasma now known as solar wind.



Later in 1959, Luna 2 became the first spacecraft to land on the moon's surface when it 
impacted near the Aristides, Archimedes, and Autolycus craters. A third Luna mission 
subsequently captured the first, blurry images of the far side of the moon.
In 1962, NASA placed its first spacecraft on the moon—Ranger 4. The spacecraft was 
engineered to fly straight toward the moon and capture as many images as possible 
before crashing onto its surface. Unfortunately, Ranger 4 was unable to return the 
expected scientific data before being destroyed on the far side of the moon.
Two years later, however, Ranger 7 headed toward the moon with cameras blazing and 
captured more than 4,000 photos in the 17 minutes before it too crushed into the 
surface. Images from all the Ranger missions, particularly Ranger 9, showed that the 
moon's surface was rough. But they helped in research of the Moon's surface to find a 
good landing area
It was the Soviet Luna 9, in 1966, overcoming the Moon's rough surface, that safely 
landed on Moon. It was equipped with scientific and communication technology as well 
as a camera which collected close-ups of the Moon's surface. A year later it was Luna 
10 which made the first successful orbit of the Moon.
The Surveyor space probes (1966-68) were the first NASA craft to perform controlled 
landings on the moon's surface. Surveyor carried cameras to explore the moon's surface 
terrain, as well as soil samplers that analyzed the nature of lunar rock and dirt.
In 1966 and 1967, NASA launched lunar orbiters that were designed to circle the moon 
and chart its surface in preparation for future manned landings. In total, five lunar 
orbiter missions photographed about 99 percent of the moon's surface.

Previous robotic spacecrafts made it possible for the first manned exploration of the 
Moon. 
On July 20, 1969, Neil Armstrong and Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin became the first people to 
reach the moon when their Apollo 11 Lunar Lander touched down in the Sea of 
Tranquility.

Man on the Moon



Later missions carried a lunar rover that was driven across the surface, and saw astronauts 
spend as long as three days on the Moon. Before the Apollo project ended in 1972, five other 
missions and a dozen men had visited the Moon.
After the dramatic successes of the 1960s and 1970s, the major space programs turned their 
attention elsewhere for a period of several decades.
In 1994, NASA again focused on the Moon. The Clementine mission succeeded in mapping 
the Moon's surface in wavelengths other than visible light, from ultraviolet to infrared.
Later, the Lunar Prospector (1999) orbited the Moon in search of possible evidence of ice at 
the lunar poles. The prospector also explored the moon's gravitational field and remapped its 
surface. The mission's end was spectacular—the craft was intentionally crashed into the 
Moon in the hope of raising a plume that could yield evidence of water ice, but none was 
observed.
Today India, China, and Japan all have lunar exploration projects in development. The United 
States' own plan is perhaps the most ambitious—to return humans to the moon by 2020 and 
eventually use the moon as a staging point for human flight to Mars and beyond.

Japan too revealed some of its plans for space exploration, including the hope of landing a 
robot explorer on the Moon by 2015 and having an entire base of robots by 2020. The robotic 
plan involves about $2 billion of research, development and operation over the next 10 years. 
By 2015 a robot surveyor system will land on the lunar surface, where it will survey the areas 
of interest using an assortment of sensors, such as seismometers, and high-resolution video 
capture. Information collected will form a data archive which will then be used to inform the 
next stage of the plan: An entirely energy self-sufficient robot "colony" established in 2020. 
The base will establish a hub for robots to move hundreds of kilometers over the lunar surface 
on month-long missions, far further than any other moon exploration system has yet done.
The aim is to co-develop a manned lunar exploration program, which will also use the results 
from the robotic exploration, with some $1 billion investment over the same period.
Japan's certainly got the technological expertise in robotics for this mission to be carried out. 
And with successes like the recent launch of its multiple-payload H2A rocket, carrying a 
payload that included a Venus probe and a beautiful solar sail experiment, the Japanese also 
have enough good rocket science to get this mission running.
This may, possibly, turn into a whole new Space Race. Although NASA recently proposed its 
own super-fast robot mission to the moon, it hasn't even begun to go through serious funding 
efforts yet. And with NASA in a degree of disappointment, after Obama's budget intervention, 
it may be many years 'til American technology once again lands on the Moon. 

The Moon base design of the NASA in video.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jI8_9eN-2Uo&feature=player_embedded

SR



Lateral thinking problems from last issue:

In the middle of the ocean is a yacht. Several corpses are floating in the 
water nearby.

  Alternate Solution #1

A group of people were on an ocean voyage in a yacht. One day, they 
decided to go swimming -- they put on their swimsuits and dove off the side. 
They discovered belatedly that they have forgotten to put a ladder down the 
side of the yacht and were unable to climb back in, so they drowned.

Alternate Solution #2

The same situation, but they set out a ladder that was just barely long 
enough. When they dove into the water, the boat, without their weight, rose 
slightly in the water, putting the ladder just out of reach.

New Lateral problem:

A man is lying dead in a room. There is a large pile of gold and jewels on the 
floor, a chandelier attached to the ceiling, and a large open window.

Answer:
                                         

Brought to you by Eric Trowbridge & Stan Riha

We will bring you the answers in the next issue of IQNexusMag 



Mnemotechnics - 
A Review of the Giordano Memory System

Introduction

If I could name one single factor that made teaching and learning as performed in schools grossly inefficient, it would 
be the fact that students are expected to memorise information without being taught any systematic method for doing 
so.  Much of what teachers recognise as "academic ability" is not necessarily the ability to understand and apply, but 
the ability to retain in memory for the purpose of repeating on an exam paper.

Study technology, as discussed in an earlier article, places great emphasis on the understanding and application of what 
one is learning, and for the purpose of grasping the general practice and principles of a subject, this method is second 
to none.  Unfortunately, just as in school, the only approach study tech teaches for the purpose of memorisation is drill, 
as it assumes that if facts cannot be recalled, then they have not been taken to the level of conceptual understanding.  
While this logic works well as a general rule in regard to non-specific principles and practical procedures, it falls down 
where volumes of abstract data such as numbers or codes, detailed facts, lengthy lists, charts and tables of data etc. 
must be known.

Where a large amount of such data must be committed to memory, in a rapid and efficient fashion, a more organised 
approach needs to be taken.  That brings us onto the subject of mnemotechnics, or memory training.

There are numerous books and courses on memory techniques available in any bookstore or online.  However, many 
readers give up trying to implement the techniques for their own studies or everyday needs, because they are limited in 
scope.  In addition, most of the memory improvement methods described in popular paperbacks or personal 
development websites are fundamentally flawed, as I hope will become evident as I describe a mnemotechnical system 
that actually works.

In 1990 Vladimir Kozarenko made an in-depth study of the memory techniques used by classic mnemonists and 
orators, and the techniques described in the works of Giordano Bruno, the Italian philosopher, mathematician and 
astronomer.  He synthesised and refined these basic principles to construct a mnemotechical system that was simple to 
learn, efficient to use and could be modified and adapted as necessary to real-life situations, and not just used to 
remember playing cards and shopping lists.  Although many of the practical elements of memory training were known 
to the ancient orators, modern discoveries in neuropsychological research additionally enabled Kozarenko to develop a 
whole new theory of memory to explain how and why these techniques worked so well.  He named this modernised 
system the "Giordano Memory System", or GMS.

Theory

According to GMS principles, visual images are the foundation of the thinking process, and the entirety of the 
techniques are based on them.  Material to be memorised is encoded into visual images, connections created between 
them in an exact sequence, and this data is then fixed using specialised fixation techniques.

If this description sounds very familiar to those who have studied other memory books or systems, then let it be known 
that the similarity ends there.  GMS in fact contradicts most of what is taught in books by Tony Buzan, Kevin Trudeau, 
Dr. Bruno Furst or Harry Lorrayne.

Most such authors simply throw a pot-pourri of techniques at the reader, in the mistaken assumption that more is better 
where the presentation of various techniques is concerned.  Thus we are offered the Major system, the body-peg 
system, the number-shape system, the number-sound system, the story-link system, and the list goes on.  This tendency 
leaves the reader with no idea what technique to use for which purpose, as none of the aforementioned authors have 
ever synthesised all the various techniques they teach into a fully integrated, logical system.



There are no "jingles", acronyms or creative stories used in GMS.  It does not teach the student to attempt to see the 
visualised pictures in action, and drawing emotional content into the memorised material plays no part in it.  These 
approaches were found to merely over-complicate the memorisation process and slow the student down.  Books 
written by former world memory championship athletes were found by Kozarenko to be full of such advice, but most 
of the heats in such contests place very great emphasis on speed, and there simply wouldn't be time for the competitor 
to fill their images with action, emotional content etc. at the speed that he or she would need to memorise in order to 
participate.  The fact that advice is being given to readers that the author himself doesn't use is probably not deliberate 
disingenuousness on the part of the author, but rather indicates a lack of understanding of what in fact makes 
mnemotechnics work.

GMS teaches that an isolated image or datum cannot be memorised; only the connections between them are 
memorised.  The data must link to something, otherwise they will be impossible to memorise.  In order for recollection 
to occur, a stimulus of some kind must prompt the retrieval of the data.

Data such as numbers, dates and textual information are described in GMS as "sign data" or "precise data".  A fiction 
work contains very little precise data; a chemistry text is full of it.  A page full of chemical equations would create far 
fewer visual images in the reader's imagination than would the fiction book, hence most people would consider it 
harder to remember.

GMS provides a way in which this hard to remember data can artificially be encoded into visual images and affixed in 
the memory, and which can be easily decoded back into the original material later on when the need arises.

Encoding techniques

Abstract words (words which do not have any visual sense) can also be transformed into visual images.  This is known 
as the symbolisation technique.  For instance, think of the word "love".  The word "love" doesn't evoke a picture, but 
most people would think of a heart.  That would be a good symbolisation for "love".  The student must find their own 
set of images according to their own experiences.  Usually, the image that appeared first in the imagination is the best 
one to choose.  If it proves difficult choosing an image, it would be wise to consult a good dictionary to ensure that the 
meaning of the word is fully grasped.

Familiar information contains elements that cause visual images to appear.  When a perceived data element 
spontaneously prompts a visual image, this technique of linking to familiar information can be used.  This technique is 
particularly useful for transforming names into images, e.g. when reading about the solar system, "Mars" could be 
visualised as a Mars chocolate bar.  Where an image is not spontaneously prompted, other methods of encoding should 
be used.

Many foreign words, names and terms are similar to their English counterparts, and where that is the case, those can 
be used as visual representations.  By remembering each image and pronouncing them aloud (and thereby making use 
of the additional modality of sound and the muscle memory), the visual concept and pronunciation of the word can 
easily be remembered.

For words or names which have no similarity to any English word, the method of creation from syllables can be used.  
Any syllable can be developed into a meaningful word by adding elements in front of it, behind it, or on both sides.  
The technique is to break down the word into its component syllables, turn each syllable into a complete, meaningful 
word.  For instance, a meaningless term such as "machbasrul" can be transformed into easily visualised words like 
"machine", "basket" and "ruler".  The final step is to connect these three pictures as one unit, taking "machine" as the 
base (a large picture), and seeing the "basket" and the "ruler" connected to different parts of the machine.  This will be 
sufficient prompt to recall the original word "machbasrul".



The distinctive feature technique is used for memorising a particular person.  A distinctive feature can be singled out 
from the appearance of a person you do not know.  When the person is someone you know (and you wish to create the 
image in order to connect other information to them, such as a telephone number), you can choose distinctive features 
on the basis of their job, hobbies, habits, idiosyncrasies etc.  It is not easy to pick out distinctive features on people, 
since the mind tends to distinguish objects that have differing contours, rather than objects of similar shape whose 
details differ.  Kozarenko recommends spending some time practising this technique on people in a public place, for 
example while waiting for the bus.

Names are usually forgotten automatically, and not because we did not pay attention (as writers of memory books are 
all too ready to chastise us for), but because they constitute a one-element information message which is not 
connected to anything.  As we know that memory works on the basis of connections, in order for the person's name to 
be remembered, it must be connected to something, usually a distinctive feature on the person.

A key technique that must be mastered if one is to use this system effectively is the use of figurative codes.  Figurative 
codes are visual images that symbolise letters, numbers, weekdays, months, foreign language alphabets, geographic 
locations, people's names, mathematical operations, and terms and signs used in specialist subjects.  These types of 
data do not by themselves readily produce visual imagery, thus the figurative code for each must be something that 
can be easily visualised.  Further, it is time consuming to hunt for a visual image representing the number 42 every 
time it occurs (perhaps in a bank account number or pass code).  The student must choose the same figurative code, 
learn it, and use it to represent the number 42 every time.

Techniques for Connection of Images

No matter what larger memorisation schema is being used for a specific body of data, in GMS only two images at a 
time are ever connected in the imagination.  It should take about two seconds to visualise the first image, two seconds 
to visualise the second, and then two seconds to see the two together, making six seconds in total to create one 
connection.  This six-second rule is taught to students of GMS right from the beginning; if a student takes longer than 
six seconds to form one connection, then an instructor must assume that the student is doing something wrong.  
Experienced users can of course create connections much more quickly.

Visualised images must be large (take up the entire mental visual field), detailed, in colour, and three dimensional.  To 
connect the two images, it may be necessary to rotate them, imagine them from different sides, re-size their 
proportions, or perform other mental manipulations to make them fit together and get a connection that is easy to use.  
In contrast to other memory systems, there is no requirement to make the connections "illogical".  Some people prefer 
familiar types of connections, others find unfamiliar types of connections easier to memorise; it is a matter of personal 
choice.  Irrespective of whether the individual finds familiar or unfamiliar connection types preferable, the second 
image of the pair is connected to the first either by piercing it, stacking on top of it, or being placed to the right hand 
side of it.

An association of a group of image elements can be created that encode particular information, as in the example of 
the nonsense word mentioned above.  The first or principal element of the information message forms the association 
base, with other information elements being affixed to selected parts of the base image.  Associations can contain 
from two to six images.  Association elements (the connected parts) always run from left to right or top to bottom, the 
same way that we read text, thus ensuring that the order of the information is preserved.

These associations can subsequently themselves be connected, either by connecting the various association bases 
among themselves, or by connecting the association bases to a system of support images – images which themselves 
contain no information message, but use sequences of familiar or pre-memorised information to prompt recall of data 
which has been connected to it.



Methods of Sequence Memorisation

The Cicero method (also known as the Roman Room method or the Method of Loci) uses familiar images from rooms 
in your house, workplace, your friends' houses, and other familiar locations.  The technique is to decide on a specific 
order of rooms (for example, hallway, living room, kitchen) and then select a predetermined number of objects, 
working clockwise around each room.  Images should be chosen that will later allow the user to single out five image 
parts in each one – the reason for this will be made clear later, under the heading "Support Image Blocks".  Other 
information which one wishes to remember can be attached to images of these familiar objects.

The Free Association Method is a way of remembering a sequence of images that have natural inter-relations, for 
instance, where there is a cup, there is often a saucer.  This technique is useful when the user needs to quickly form 
additional support images.

Parts of an image can be singled out in order to economise on images, and when creating associations.  Image parts 
are chosen from left to right or top to bottom to preserve the correct order of the connected data.

Long chains of images are not used in GMS (apart from during training exercises where long-term storage of the 
memorised data is not required) because they tend to deconstruct over time, with only the first few and last few items 
being remembered.  Short chains of images are however used in combination with other support images.  The entire 
chain is never visualised in one take, but each pair of images is visualised and connected in turn.  It is essential to 
distinguish which is the first and which is the second image of each pair.  The technique of having the second image 
pierce the first, stack on top of it, or connect to the right of it is used.

Often it is important to memorise images in sequence, while leaving each image in the sequence free for other sub-
images, as in an association.  For this purpose, the Russian Doll method is used, whereby images nest inside one 
another, like a set of Matryoshka dolls.  To connect the next image in the sequence, one must zoom in on a part of an 
image and visualise the second image inside the magnified part of the first.  When recalling, the second image of the 
pair will not appear in the mind's eye until one mentally increases the size of the relevant part of the first image of the 
pair.

The return method is a combination of the Chain method and the singling out of image parts.  This is used for 
memorisation of difficult textual extracts containing many often-repeated figurative codes (two and three-digit 
numbers, names etc.).  Images representing precise data are memorised using the Chain method, but when data is 
encountered for which a figurative code is required, it is connected with an image part, rather than the previous image.

Material memorised can be recalled backwards, by simply scrolling through the visual images in the opposite 
direction, or by type, for example, everything containing the number 25.

Support Image Blocks

Before describing how all these techniques fit together to form blocks of data, a word of warning: figurative codes are 
never, ever used as support images!  This is one of the key mistakes taught in other memory systems, which invariably 
teach some form of pictonumeric system of figurative codes, and then teach the reader to peg other information to it.  
This is wrong because a fresh set of images recorded on the support images will tend to overwrite the information that 
was stored previously.  It becomes increasingly difficult to use figurative codes for their intended purposes (the recall 
of numbers, letters etc.) when they have been misused in this way, because of the confusion of different information 
that may have been connected to them at different times.

This "overwrite" mechanism can be used to the mnemonist's advantage, however, when information becomes out-of-
date and it is necessary to replace it with fresh data, for example, when a business associate changes his contact 
details.



Support image blocks consist of multiple levels of support images.  This may sound complex, but it is actually an 
extremely efficient way of generating almost infinite quantities of easily-memorised images onto which useful data 
can be connected.  Different support image blocks can be used to organise different databases in one's memory and 
keep different types of data separate – study data in one location, personal and business data in another, and yet 
another kept free for memorisation practice and training.  Obviously, these support blocks are prepared in advance 
before attempting to connect other information to them.  It is a good idea to always have one or two pre-prepared 
support image blocks in your memory so that they will be available when needed.

The first level, or the base images of the support block, would consist of Cicero images from a room in your house or 
some other familiar location.  For example, let's say your first room was the hallway, and the first image you selected 
was the front door to your house.

The second level would be the selection of image parts.  Take the image of the front door, and distinguish five separate 
parts, e.g. the glass panel, the doorbell, the lock, the letterbox and the kick plate.

The third level would consist of a short chain of random images connected to each sub-image above, e.g. a radio, an 
electric guitar, an alarm clock, a teakettle and a bicycle pump.  The first image of the sequence is connected to the first 
image part of the second level, e.g. the radio image is connected to the image of the glass panel of the front door.

The fourth level consists of breaking the third level images into parts, e.g. distinguish the radio's carry strap, aerial, 
tuning scale, tuning knob and speaker.  These final image parts are the images onto which your useful data will be 
connected.

If all the sub-images of the front door have a similar chain of random images, each of which are further broken down 
into five parts, this would give you a support block of 125 support images – and that is only based on the first Cicero 
image (the front door) in your first room!  As you can see, huge numbers of support images can gradually be built up 
from relatively few base images.

Fixing the Data

It is all very well being able to memorise data using the above techniques, but unless the material is activated and 
recalled, it will erase.

A user of GMS is able to control how long the data is kept in memory, according to need.  Data memorised as part of 
training exercises to build the skill of these techniques does not need to be kept, and therefore only one control recall is 
necessary to check the quality and speed of memorisation.  Useful data, on the other hand, can be kept for a lifetime if 
need be, using an appropriate repetition schedule.  Repetition, in GMS, does not mean rehearsing the data to memorise 
it, but rather refers to the fixation of data by means of multiple recollections.

The frequency and timing of such repetitions will, of course, depend on the quantity and complexity of the data, as 
well as the memorisation skill of the person using it.  An approximate schedule might be as follows:

st1  repetition: 40-60 minutes after first memorisation.

nd2  repetition: approx. three hours later.

rd3  repetition: after approx. another six hours.

th4  repetition: the next morning.

This number of repetitions would probably be the minimum necessary.  The more often the data is repeated, the better 
it will be fixed.  To store the data for a lifetime, it should be repeated at least once every six weeks.



If any part of the memorised data is no longer required, all that the user needs to do is stop repeating it, and eventually 
it will be naturally pruned out.

Developing the Skill

Students coming to GMS expecting a quick fix really ought to look elsewhere.  Nothing can be gained by merely 
reading about the techniques, or perhaps trying them out once or twice.  It takes intense preparation, study and 
practice to develop the necessary facility in using the techniques, concentration, stability of attention or mental 
stamina to memorise vast quantities of data.  Regular training must be done to build up to the level of skill where one 
can memorise a whole book or lecture.

Doing a two hour GMS lesson at least three times a week is the bare minimum for most people to begin to build up 
the skill, but preferably one lesson a day should be taken.  For those who struggle with the lessons, there are the 
"psychotechnical exercises" – additional drills to assist the student with their concentration and visualisation abilities.

Eventually, it is possible to create 300 and more connections in one sitting (and this level of skill will almost certainly 
be necessary if one wishes to memorise entire books).  This skill can then be pushed to a whole new level by 
practising with the TV on in the background, so one really learns to focus the attention and block out distractions.

Final Word

A person can only use the data that is available for recall.  By increasing the amount of data that can be held in the 
memory at any one moment, then it stands to reason that the ability to think reflectively or creatively, to analyse or 
synthesise information, will be greatly increased.  To my knowledge, no formal "before and after" IQ testing has ever 
been conducted.  However, after developing one's memory skills to even a fraction of the level described above, the 
repetition of a short series of random numbers and letters on a test, forwards, backwards or in any desired order, 
would be extremely easy.

© Gwyneth Wesley Rolph 2010.



Factorial numbers are especially important in mathematics because they are  the basis for 
combinational calculus. In particular, there are n! distinct sequences of n elements or n! 
“permutations”. The notation “n!” (with the exclamation mark) dates from 1808. Due to the very 
fast growth of this numerical series:

^x ^xBy comparison, e  < n! for each n ≥ 6 and 10  < n! starting from n ≤ 25.

In a famous story, Borges describes a fantasy world where mankind lives in a never-ending 
library. In this tale, books are all nonsense and they are all composed of 410 pages. Each page is 
a random sequence of 25 symbols; there are 40 of them for each line and 40 lines in a page, for a 

^656000total of 25  possible combinations.̂
656000 A question could be: “How much is 25 ?”

^n ^64It's easy to show (you can do this using a simple calculator) that 25  < n! only if n > 65 (in fact 25  > 
^6564! and 25  < 65!). So we can think of a more challenging calculus problem.

If we start to imagine a book of symbols in the same format as the Borges' story (410 pages, 40 lines 
and 40 typefaces for each line), but with 656000 different typefaces (the same typeface cannot 
appear twice in the whole book) how many possible permutations could there be?
We know there are 656000!, so this is the problem I'm going to solve on the next page.
I haven't found a powerful enough calculator, so I will use a table I've found on the web that shows 
the number of digits of 650000! and 700000! (between 500000! and 900000!, the table runs in steps 
of k=50000!). It's also clear that the factorial progression is quite linear, for “n” in that range, and a 
particular increment-step is only a little greater than the previous one. So I have thought of a method 
to estimate a strict range of digits which is 100% certain to include the real value of 656000!

-The factorial progression (even if it's discrete) could be thought of as a convex function (something 
2like f(x)=x , with x > 0)  so I'm sure our number is below 3496106+5.829193*(656000-650000) < 

3531082 (I have taken the coefficients  –  and rounded them up  –  from a linear fit, putting the 
number of digits on the y-axis).
This is the “sup” of our interval.

   
      In the Italian translation of the story that I have, there is a mistake because it is reported that 
each line is formed of 40 typeface positions instead of 80. Therefore, thinking of an Italian librarian, 
I'm going to build my calculus on this assumption: that there will be fewer books than in the original 
Borges' work, but the intrinsic meaning will remain unchanged.
     
    Anyway, in the second part of this article, I will show a simple method to make an accurate 
estimation of that number using only a 10 digit pocket calculator.
     
       656000! is a 3496106 digit number, while 700000! is 3787566 digits long.

Some strange calculus related to J. L. Borges' story 
“The library of Babel” (part 1) - by Marco Ripà

1

2

n
n!=  k

 k=1

n

3



  
-To set the “inf” (the floor), I have used the idea of calculating the first “smaller” terms of the 
progression, starting from our known value:

Thus I have cut the coefficient (1.346) and then I have divided the exponent by the number of 
the elements of the series. I have calculated a sort of “product mean”, rounded down.
So, it's certain that the value 3496105+5.8*(656000-650000) = 3530905 is below 656000!
Now I'm sure that:

Referring to the properties of factorial numbers, we can also know the total sum of all the ciphers 
of that giant number (it's a multiple of 9) and it's possible to calculate the trail zeros too. In fact the 
last 163996 ciphers are all trail zeros, because they are given by the following formula (where 
“int[x]” is the “integer part” of the argument):

That is equal to 131200+26240+5248+1049+209+41+8+1=163996.

        The estimation formula 

becomes progressively more accurate by increasing k, until it almost reaches the real value of 
656000! for k=656000.

This article will continue in the next issue of IQNexusMag.

650010

i=650001

 i

=1.346*10 58

3530905 3531082656000!    (1 * 10            ;1 * 10           )

My expected value is 10                        103530905+3531082
2

~~ 3530994

8

i=1

int 656000
5 i

4

(where  int[log               ]  represents the number of digits of                        i ), k!
650000!(     )  k

i=650001

  int[log                     ]
 k!

650000!(     )
inf(656000!) = 3496105 +                                     * 6000

k-650000



2nd

The Tao is like a well:

used but never used up.

It is like eternal void:

filled with infinite possibilities.

It is hidden but always present.

I don't know who gave birth to it.

It is older than God. 



Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute
A continuous voyage.............  by Harry Hollum

It is said that the birth of modern oceanography started on December 21st,1872 aboard 
HMS Challenger as it departed Plymouth, England to begin a three-and-a-half-year 
circumnavigation of the world. It was one of several surveying expeditions of the era that 
collected thousands of specimens of marine life, and seafloor deposits. These expeditions filled 
some 50 volumes.

Back in the 1870's a temporary lab was established in the USA at Little Harbor in Woods 
Hole. Similar labs, and biological institutes were opening up as well, the most noted was the 
international Zoological Station of Naples, Italy in 1872. Several other marine biology and 
oceanography institutes were opening in the 1880's and 1890's in San Diego, Puget Sound, and 
Stanford University's Hopkins Seaside Lab.

Now back to the vessels. When WHOI was founded in 1930 there were no open-ocean 
research vessels available to American scientists. With a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation 
[$2,500,000.00] WHOI was off and running. A bid of $175,000.00 from Burmeister & Wain Ltd. 
of Copenhagen enabled WHOI to have the Atlantis built; she was a 142' ship with a beam of 29', 
and a draft of 16'. The keel was laid in late October 1930, and the ship was launched, and 
christened on Dec.31st. This brings to life the conquest of the oceans by WHOI, which continues 
up till today in WHOI's 80th year.

WHOI has had many vessels over the years, a lot of them have sailed over a million miles. 
One such vessel is the Knorr. The Knorr is owned by the U.S. 
Navy, and operated by WHOI . The Knorr was launched in 
1968, and delivered to Woods Hole in 1970.  You may remember 
the Knorr; she was the ship that, with a team of French 
researchers and a group from WHOI, discovered the RMS 
Titanic wreck in 1985 . The Knorr can carry as many as 50-55 
people onboard, and can sail for as long as 60 days.



I could go on and on about all the vessels that WHOI has used in the past, and are using 
today, but that would fill volumes. I would like to 
talk about one more vessel. It may not be the largest, 
but it is the most recognized name in 
oceanography....ALVIN 

Alvin, named after Allyn Vine a scientist at 
WHOI who was the creative inspiration for the 
vehicle....not the cartoon chipmuck, as many 
thought. Alvin, which is a deep ocean research 
submersible, was commissioned in 1964 and is still 
used today.

Over the years Alvin has been used by the Navy; one such task was to locate an H bomb in 
the mid 60's. In 1967, Alvin was attacked by a swordfish [the crew said it was delicious]. Over the 
years Alvin has gone thru major overhauls, and improvements. In 1973 she was fitted with a 
titanium pressure hull, and a new ballast system which allowed Alvin to be certified for 12,000 
feet.

During her 16th year of service she 
completed her 1000th dive in 1980 in the 
Galapagos. In 1986, after a major overhaul 
which included new electric thrusters, 
electrical equipment, and instruments, she 
went to the wreck of the RMS Titanic to  
photographically document the wreck. In 
2001, Alvin underwent another overhaul, 
this time with an in-hull computer system, 
data logger, and camera systems. In 2004, 
on her 40th anniversary, Alvin completed 
her 4000th dive.....not bad for an old gal 
[no offense intended!]

Another research vessel is the Oceanus [ which is the same name as the WHOI magazine 
]; she was delivered to WHOI in November of 1975. She is a mid-sized 
ship with a compliment of around 30, and is meant for shorter trips of 
about 2-3 weeks. This vessel spends most of its time in the North 
Atlantic. In 1994 the ship went under a major renovation where she 
was fitted with more lab space, and accommodations for those working 
in the labs. She also was to get a crane, and a few winches. The 
Oceanus is used to launch buoys, gather chemical, biological, and 
other data. She has also been used to study "red tides" .



There is one area Alvin has always lacked....comfort. Now she is undergoing a major 
multimillion-dollar overhaul to include 20% more room, the 
ability to remain down longer [up to 12 hours], and dive 
deeper [up to 6,500 meters]. After 45 years, and still 

Well I do hope you liked my story about 
some of the research vessels of WHOI. In the 
coming issues of IQ Nexus I will be writing about 
some of the achievements of WHOI, and also 
about WHOI, and MIT's long relationship.

Thanks for now , and see you in a few months.                              

 Harry Hollum
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Solution of  4th issue puzzles.

New Puzzles by Stan Riha

1

2

4*a=X
a+b+c=X
3.14*d=X
5*a=X
a*b=X
2*(a+b)=X.

Which one doesn’t belong?

What is next?

1,  3,  7,  15,  31,  ?,  ?,



Representative products and gifts for IIS members and friends.
ePiq and IQ Nexus products are coming soon.

On site                
Depicted below is a few samples of available products 
from a larger array of products and options to choose from.

http://www.cafepress.com/IISIQ 

If you like the Magazine and want to join us,
try the IIS website 

or the ePiq website 
http://www.iisiq.org/Admissions.htm

http://www.epiqsociety.org/admissions.htm


